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This invention relates to a cap for use on bot
tles or the like.
The invention is designed to prevent the bot
tle or other container from being opened without
: presenting evidence of the fact. it is adapted
primarily for use in connection with bottle necks

of the cap between thread 2 and the open or

lower end of the cap is of increased internal di
ameter so that said unthreaded portion of the
cap thus forms an annular skirt portion 3 which
extends around and is Spaced from neck 8.
The end convolution of thread 2 nearest, the

or the like having thread finishes and there is open end of the cap terminates in a Spacing block
aSSociated with the cap a new and novel form of or
enlargement 4 extended toward the open end
locking device which prevents the cap from being
lo removed
of
the cap and this spacing block extends be
unless some portion thereof is broken.
Another object is to provide a cap of this type tween the beveled ends 5 of a split ring 6 formed O
Spring metal or other Suitabie resilient ma
Which is cheap to manufacture, can be applied of
This ring is Supported below the threads
readily to a bottle or similar container, and, 2terial.
by a suitable number of Wedging blocks formed
When in position, does not detract from the integral
with the skirt portion 3 and the upper
appearance of the container.
ends of which are preferably tapered as shown
With the foregoing and other objects in view at
8. The skirt 3 can be Weakened Where these
which will appear as the description proceeds,
the invention consists of certain novel details of wedging blocks 7 are located, one Way of Weaken
construction and combinations of parts herein ing it being to form a groove or depression 9 in
20 after more fully described and pointed Out in the outer surface of the skirt Which Will outline
area, which can constitute a seal or indicator
the claims, it being understood that changes may an
and can carry any Suitable trade-mark or other 20
25

be made in the construction and arrangement designation.
of parts without departing from the Spirit of
Before the cap f is used the ring 6 is inserted
the invention as claimed.
In the accompanying drawing the preferred thereinto With its tapered ends at opposite sides

form of the invention has been ShOWn.

In said dra Wing
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Figure 1 is an elevation of a portion of a bottle
showing in position thereon the cap constituting
the present invention.
Figure 2 is a section through the cap, the bot

tle neck being shown in elevation.
Figure 3 is a section on line 3-3, Figure 2.
Figure 4 is a section through the cap taken. On
line 4-4, Figure 3.
Figure 5 is a Section through the cap taken on
line 5-5, Figure 3, the cap being ShoWn in posi
tion on the bottle neck immediately prior to
screwing the cap onto the neck.
Figure 6 is a view similar to Figure 5 but show

of the block 4, it being understood that the ring 25
must be compressed in order to cause it to Slip
past the enlargement 7 and then to expand after
it has moved off of the beveled inner end 8 of
said enlargement.
When the cap is placed on the end of the bottle
neck B, as shown in Figure 5 and pressed down 30
Wardly, one end of the resilient ring will be Sup
ported by the adjacent convolution of thread C
While the other unsupported end of the ring Will
be caused to flex downwardly due to the thrust 35
from the cap. Thus while the cap is held under
pressure and turned, this downwardly flexed end
of the ring 6 will move into engagement with the
upper convolution of thread C, Working there
under and therealong in the same manner as a 40
screw-thread. Thus the cap can continue to
turn until it is fully Seated. On the neck B. At
that time the ring 6 will have passed into posi

ing the cap locked on the bottle neck.
Figure 7 is a section through the cap showing
the seals broken therefrom during the forcible
unscrewing of the cap.
Referring to the figures by characters of ref tion below the lower convolution of thread C so
erence A designates a portion of a bottle or other that it will be supported below said thread by the

wedge block 7 and as shown in Figure 6.
Should it be desired to remove cap after it,
has been locked on the bottle, as shown in Figure
6, it would be necessary to unscrew it as ordi
50 like for use as a guard.
narily. As the ring 6 will not flex and move into 50
The cap f constituting the present invention the
space between the convolutions of thread C,
can be made of bakelite Or any other Suitable ma
terial of a brittle nature and is formed With an it will be held down by said convolutions while
interior thread 2 adapted to match and engage the cap is fed upwardly off of the neck, Conse
55 the thread C on the bottle neck. That portion quently the tapered upper ends of the wedge
blocks Will be forced against the restrained ring 55
container the neck portion B of Which is pro
vided. With a thread finish C and, in addition,
there is also provided the usual ball D, or the
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portion, of a cap for receiving said por
6 and deflected outwardly, thus breaking through threaded
tion, a thread in the cap, a wedging element

the skirt of the cap at the Weakened portion. As within and carried by the cap, a resilient split
Soon as these parts are broken out, the ring will ring
normally supported by said element below the
be free to drop onto the ball D of the bottle and thread in the cap, the upper convolution of the
the removal of the cap can be completed. Ob thread on the container constituting means for
viously, however, the cap cannot be reused with flexing
the ring when the cap is pressed onto the
out detection because of the broken portion threaded portion of the container, thereby to
thereof.

position the ring for feeding along the thread

It is to be understood of course that while the on the container when the cap is turned, and 0.
in the cap and between the ends of the
0 cap is being Screwed onto the container, the block
4 will compel the ring to rotate therewith. The means
for rotating the ring With the cap.
ball D or any other guard equivalent thereto on ring
The combination. With a container having
the neck serves to prevent the insertion of any a 3.
threaded
portion, of a cap for receiving said
object which might otherwise be used to force the portion, a thread in the cap, a wedging element s
free
end
of
the
ring
into
a
position
where
it
would
and carried by the cap, a resilient Split
5
allow the cap to be unscrewed. Thus this ball or within
ring
normally
supported by said element below
guard is an essential part of the invention.
the thread in the cap, the upper convolution of
What is claimed is:
the thread. On the container constituting means
1. The combination with a container having a for flexing the ring when the cap is pressed onto 20
20 threaded portion, of a cap for receiving said por the threaded portion of the container, thereby to
tion, a thread in the cap, a Wedging element position the ring for feeding along the thread on
Within and carried by the cap, a resilient split the container when the cap is turned, and means
ring normally supported by said element below
the cap and between the ends of the ring for 25
the thread in the cap, the upper convolution of in
rotating
the ring With the cap, said ring and the
25 the thread on the container constituting means lower convolution of the thread on the container
for fiexing the ring When the cap is pressed onto cooperating to deflect the wedging portion when
the threaded portion of the container, thereby to the cap is unscrewed, thereby to break the cap.

position the ring for feeding along the thread
on the container when the cap is turned.
30 2. The combination with a container having a
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